Enter At Your Own Risk #3

More invigorating than snorting Ortho Chlorobenzylidene Malononitrile,
more eye-catching than Chesty Morgan’s Deadly Weapons and more ‘iffy’ than
a barrel full of Sun headlines (is such even possible, missus?!), it’s time to rub
up your fanac and get yourself to the world on time (or any other noncontrolled substance which can be freely imbibed in public without fear of
legal retribution!) Yes, yes, Oh, Yes! Hose yourself down with dandelion &
burdock and throw yourself into a bed of stinging nettles for here is your host
with the most, here’s Chucky!
[No. Sorry. It’s always the same when it comes to the start of a new issue,
isn’t it? Over the top, under the belt, incomprehensible ‘humour’ that only a few
people will ever understand, at best...]
But, Chuckie-buns!, Skate Press fanzines have always started this way, have done
for decades! It just wouldn’t seem right starting off a fanzine without a mass of
inanities before people finally get to the address, availability and scuzzy (Ultra320?
Obligatory technophillic joke there!) junk stuff like that, would it?
[Well... No, but... I mean, it would be nice to write something that was... you
know... fannishly recognisable rather than some stuff that just comes
]
Sorry, we can’t hear you! Speak up, don’t mumble! And take that gum out of
your mouth while you’re at it, young man!
[It’s just that, well, like, er... Last issue was good, you know, but it wasn’t –
you know – Sfnally identifiable as a fannish product, was it? Not that it’s
essential that this is recognised as having its roots in SF Fandom but it would be,
you know, nice to get some material that wasn’t contentious and maybe had a
little to do with either SF or fan activities or...]
So, it’s Zine Direction Crisis time again, is it? I’ll have you know that there’s
been some pretty dodgy social outcasts out there who have made their Fannish
marks with risqué one-liners and jokes about other peoples’ inabilities to cope
with life! Look at this collection of Eat My Beanie Quarterly. Now at this
collection of Nocturnal Emissions – hell, Bruce Kalnins produced 99% of his
fanzines rerunning a whole stream of body functions one liners. Now, look at
this photograph of Jilly Johnson in a toadskin bikini. Which do you prefer?
[Well, okay, okay, so the choice is obvious. But I only want to see if those
toads really are underwired or not, nothing more...]
Right, and would you rather read about the latest book signing sessions in,
say, a BSFA website blog, or would you rather read about Singapore’s former
discus and shot-put champion, Fok Keng Choy, who, whilst in a lavatory
sometime in August last year, was bitten on the testicles by a python?
Or that a Mexico City bank was held up recently by “midgets in fancy
dress. Two gorillas, Spiderman and an octopus burst into the bank armed
off

the

cuff. . .

with knives and rifles, and told customers to lie on the floor before making off
with six thousand dollars in a getaway car driven by the Pope…”
[But don’t pythons have to be provoked before they... Excuse me, I’m just going
over there to cry a little out of sympathy for the python.]
And before you have any more ideas about getting this fanzine heavily
involved with things SFnal, young man, take a look at this clipping from the
March 2nd edition of Indiamail:KOLKATANS ON ALIEN WAVELENGTH
The cultural framework for contact with aliens from other planets has
established itself in Kolkata. Samar Datta, 32, graduate and businessman,
believed that aliens were shattering his brain with laser beams and that an
electromagnetic gadget had been placed in his stomach while he was asleep.
Faced with his family’s ‘indifference’, he filed a petition at the High Court
alleging that his relatives, along with the police, had “hatched a conspiracy
against him”.
About the same time, a 24-year-old son of a tea garden owner, who lived in
south Kolkata, complained that he was receiving ‘strong signals’ from the
Pentagon about the possibility of star wars. He also said that a bugging device
had been put in his head and that he was being ‘used’ by aliens from another
planet to get secret information.
In the first two weeks of February alone, five such cases were presented for
treatment. The city’s psychiatrists considered them to be manifestations of
paranoid schizophrenia. It was thought that the trigger was an overdose of
Science Fiction in films and books, ‘alien’ video games and ‘social and
economic turmoil’.
[What? You mean all those people who’re involved with SF are certifiably
imbalanced to the point of schizophrenia?]
‘Fraid so, pally. And you were the one who wanted to start turning this into
something more SF-y, huh? Are you gonna be able to sleep safely in your bed at
night knowing that someone on your mailing list is going to be happily getting
reruns of Lost In Space via their back molars?
[Yes, well, okay, so maybe I was a little premature, a little hasty, you know –
God, how many SF fans do we still have on the mailing list? Sheeeesh!, what can we
do?]
There’s only one thing for it, me old China…
[You mean...?]
Exactly, pally!
[Okay, if it’s for the best...]
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Later, as part of our Midweek Movie series, we have a film
about a young boy who, after finally being identified as a
certifiable Jonah (and thus causing the sinking of the ship he
and his family are travelling on) eventually finds himself alone
in a lifeboat with only a wild tiger for company.
Over the passage of time, the touching and often moving film
depicts how the boy’s philosophy of life and his understanding
of the very nature of the Universe itself is changed forever –
after he discovers that tiger tastes equally as good when packed
under a cold water shortcrust, as it does under a full fat, handrubbed, butter puff pastry topping.
That's the network première of A Life of Pies, tonight at nine,
here on Fux.
Coming up. Bare Grills investigates a Southern Chinese
restaurant*, only to discover that its enticing promise of stirfried Bengali tiger turns out to be donkey meat, marinaded in
tiger urine. That’s Endangered Species of the Epicurean Kind,
right after these massages from our sponsors...

=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=
EAYOR is in part © 2015 and is produced by Skate Press/Chuck Connor. No rights are retained
before, during or after publication – all rights are returned to the respective authors/artists (unless
material has been ripped off from somewhere else, ahem!) on acceptance.
While some parts of EAYORs are now Original Material – other parts are the picked-over and
rewritten pearls often to be found scattered in issues of Boopledoggin’ – a contribution produced for
eAPA, the Monthly Electro-APA (details available at www.efanzines.com) – eAPA is considered by
some to be the 240 volt surge in the 120 volt world of those who cannot help electro-fannying around
(it says here...))
EAYOR is also available on a 5.25” Apple ‘Twiggy’ diskette – combining the almost obligatory
1960’s Swinging London nostalgia with today’s mindless Apple fashion following.
Skate Press Producktions are available for Trade/Usual, eLoCs/LoCs (Letters of Comment), CoCs
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And now, back to the regular deprogramming…
*http://uk.askmen.com/fine_living/wine_dine_archive/1c_wine_dine.html
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“Look love – if you ask someone to
guess your age, you shouldn’t be so
bloody upset if they get it right!”

Home is the Hunter...
It’s been an odd month for maintaining any sort of mental direction. Every
time I figure I have a goal and the drive, I end up being distracted to the N t h
degree.
Example: I have a novel completed (back in 2010/2011) which is, in
some respects, part copy edited. It did the rounds of various agency reps –
and Crème de la Crime were originally interested in it. Only Crème got sold
to Severn, who only publish to libraries, and were only really interested in
reprint work from established authors.
So the novel – Turncoat – stayed in the drawer. Well, the metaphorical
drawer as it was held on a hard drive, and backed up on several USB drives.
But I fished it out, did the 11th or 12th rewrite – updating various things as I
went – then passed a copy over to Bill Butcher, who did a great job of initial
copy & proof editing for me. It’s not a job I can do myself, because I need an
outsider to eviscerate the typescript – rather than me sitting there muttering:
‘Aw, isn’t that such a cute sentence? And so stylish, too.’
Now, after what must be the 14th brush through (though I think I still need
one more minor scene, which becomes more pivotal later on) I’m dithering
between getting Murderous-Ink to publish it, or pushing it back around the
agencies again.
To be honest, it was the Darley Anderson Agency comment re the previous
novel (“Well written, but we don’t think it would be an easy sell in the UK”)
which pushed me into self publishing in the first place. California Twist has
been ticking over (not bad considering I’ve done little to push the thing over
the past 12+ hectic months), but I’d like to get the next one out before
Christmas 2015 at the latest. The reason being that I intend to run the ‘24
hours Free’ offer, and see what tight-fisted little misers come a-downloading.
That’s saying I’m unsuccessful when I put the Turncoat MS in for the next
Harper Collins Wednesday Post (www.wednesdaypost.com.au)
Then there’s been the whole Christmas thing itself – looming on the horizon
like some kind of distant Tsunami, or a real-life version of Hokusai’s Great
Wave Off Kanagawa.
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Apart from the one bad Christmas vice we have left – getting a real Christmas
tree – most of our Christmases are very much recycled affairs now. Den brought
with him his Christmas tradition of alternating gold and silver decorations. This
year (2014) is going to be silver, though we also cheat a little and have a few
hand blown glass baubles that are our favourites – usually with various memories
attached to them.
We don’t bother with Christmas presents to each other – though we tend to
buy things during the year, usually saying: “Oh, you shouldn’t have!” which is
usually met with “Call it a Christmas present.” It’s the same for birthdays and
anniversaries, which is, or so I’m told, one of the signs of a comfortable
relationship.
However, this year – the first time in a very long while – we’ll be having guests
for dinner on Christmas Day, and others over for Boxing Day. This, of course,
means that I try and take to the background while Den changes his mind every
other day/hour/minute in regard to:Decorations – we were halfway through The Howard Centre (shopping mall
for our Colonial Cousins) before he decided he could use something with a
different set of lights that he’d had packed away for just such occasions
Table Runner – we have at least half a dozen of the things, but none of them
are right for what he wants to do
Food – I’ve lost track of the number of different ideas that’ve been discarded

in regard to The Starter. One day it’s soup, the next it’s pate and toast.
Then, just to completely left field me, he’s now decided we will be doing
warm flaked salmon and shrimp, with wilted baby spinach and a warm oil &
somethingorother dressing.
“At least it’ll shift some of the salmon in the freezer,” I say, smug in the
knowledge that I was the one who caught it and returned home with it,
triumphant.

Well, returned home with it from the supermarket at any rate.
And yes it was a whole salmon, and yes I was proud of myself when I threw
it into the boot of the car and drove back home … only to be greeted with
“What on Earth are we going to do with all of that?” Which was very closely
followed by “Well, you can sort that thing out yourself, you know fresh fish
makes me heave.”
No “Wow, we could get half a dozen meals easy out of that!” – nor –
“That’s going to taste really great with some lemon juice and a little dill
sauce,” by way of any Thank You.
No, I get the ‘Makes me heave’ comment, which is the perfect gateway for
him to start recounting the horrors of his childhood when his Jewish
grandmother used to make rollmops, and the smell of the fresh fish made him
feel ill.
(Rollmops, which are delicious, even though it's basically
pickled fish and onions)

And, of course, not only can he kvetch to Olympic Gold Medal standards, he
can quite literally throw up at will. I’ve seen him do it. There isn’t even any ‘wait a
minute while I psych myself up’ moment either.
The weirdest example was when I was setting something up in the kitchen. A pot of
vegetable stock I was cooking down had a celery ‘string’ in it which, in the wrong
light, I will admit, might have looked like a strand of hair. Ten seconds later and
he’s spitting up stuff into the kitchen sink. No mention of the fact he was casually
poking around the kitchen, trying not to see what I was up to – despite our
mutually agreed ‘Non-Interference Pact’ regarding the kitchen, and specifically
when the other is doing something in it.
Thankfully we of the Connor clan come from good, old fashioned, less
sensitive, London Irish stock. If it runs slower than you, and you can eat it, then
we’ll know at least three ways of killing it, and twice that many for cooking it as
well.
Part of that ability I blame on my late Yorkshire mother. The other part I
blame on the family moving from London to Suffolk back in 1964 – thus
allowing me to get in touch with my feral side. And when you live only 15 miles
away from Lowestoft, a coastal town whose primary industry was fish, then
compared to a full sized Cod, or a fresh Skate, an Atlantic Salmon is mere child’s
play.
Who cares if the salmon was captured in the Reduced Price section of
TESCO? That just made it all the more desirable – a prize worth fighting for –
and fight we sometimes do. It’s all done very politely of course, but it wouldn’t be
the first time I’ve had someone try and block me when reaching for a choice
reduction.
Things like smoked and dyed Cod or Haddock loins, pork loins, overweight
Gressingham or Aylesbury ducks, smoked Vietnamese River Cobbler, or the run
of Ox Cheeks a while back after some ‘celebrity’ chef mentioned the cut in
passing. They all shine off the shelves with the promise of exotic preparation and
experimental tastes. And the temptations are sometimes too much for the freezer
space as well.
Several weeks ago, when four good sized Rainbow Trout fillets were scooped
up, we had them on a bed of creamed potato & caper mash. The beautiful fillets
had been part poached in the oven, then dusted with Panko (Japanese
breadcrumbs), Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, then flash finished under the grill.
Would I have done something like that if the fillets hadn’t turned up on the
Reduced shelves? Hardly. It’s just that, at the cut price, if things go wrong, or
turn out to be a disaster, then we’ve not lost a large amount.
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Unlike, say, the whole of the River Cottage Veg Every Day fiasco.
Despite the fact I seriously dislike the greasy little oik, Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall, several vegetarian friends ‘recommended’ the cookbook and, in a
fit of adventure, we decided to buy a copy and give it a chance. It wasn’t the
first time we’ve gone Veggie for a while, mainly for the dietary change and the
fact that after having his gallbladder removed, Den’s not so good with large
amounts of red meat these days.
Still, what we should have done was wait a further 6 more months, then
gone down to the local charity shops and bought one of their many postChristmas Present donation copies. That way we wouldn’t have been so utterly
disappointed.
It’s not that Den and I cannot cook, because we can – and it’s not that Den
is unadventurous as such, provided that he sometimes has no idea exactly what
he’s eating (why do you think I call the Vietnamese River Cobbler “smoked
yellow fish”?) However, both of us draw the line at having to get a mass of
spices and ingredients that usually only require a pinch or a whiff at best,
before the rest of the barely used jar/bottle/packet/tin is put back into the spice
cupboard, only to be thrown out once it’s at least 4 years past its Best Before
date.
Yet we tried.
We tried after the second rather tasteless dish.
And after the third, and the forth.
Then with the fifth we finally threw the results into a large pan, added some
boned chicken thighs, and whacked up the heat for half an hour until we had a
chicken & veg stew.
As the chicken thighs came from Costco, and were therefore not organic
corn fed free range stress-free rare breed specimens (as preferred by inhabitants
of the Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall Bohemian Lifestyle world) then I suppose
we were doubly damned for our sins.
Still, we shall be having a warm salmon starter, roast leg of lamb rather
than the more traditional bird, and finish with possibly a traditional Christmas
pudding, with brandy butter.
Or vanilla custard.
Or a dark rum sauce.
Or maybe a home made tiramisu instead....
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What follows was first printed in Big Eyed Beans From Venus #8 for the November 1985 mailing of
The Organisation. It originally appeared under the title I Am Alpha. I Am Omega…. as three unparagraphed columns on an A3 sized broadsheet.
This is the Secondhand Goods version of Ghostwalks – mainly because between November 1985
and May/June 1987, even I thought the one continuous paragraph running on for around 2,400 words,
was a bit too much.

Ghostwalks

South Georgia, Antarctic Circle.
The first part sounds all sunny and warm until you tack on the geographical
location. Although this is my second post-conflict patrol down here, this is the
first time I’ve ever visited the most southerly point of human habitation – and
the British Antarctic Survey Teams have my admiration in some respects, and
my envy in others.
Whatever, we took a couple of days slow-time sailing down to South
Georgia, and evidence of just how cold it was came when floating ice, and even
massive icebergs, were clearly visible during the daylight hours. Night
lookouts had to be posted in case the navigational radar failed to pick up
something it should’ve done.
Yet, having said all this about the state of the sea, I was surprised at just
how warm the air was – when out of the wind, thus not getting caught with a
chill factor that told a more truer story than eye and skin. We were visiting the
area during its Spring time, and even the sun felt warm. All this wouldn’t have
looked out of place in Norway, or Finland, or Sweden, set against a curiously
blue-green – almost duck egg blue – cloudless sky.
And, on the second day, the whales.
You must have seen them close up on the TV programmes such as Horizon,
The World About Us, or Survival, but sitting there in your living room,
watching the 26-inch colour while the video recorder tapes Godknowswhat on
another channel, you get no real idea of the actual size or majestic look of
these massive creatures. You don’t need close-ups of eyes, or fins, or tails
waving. What you want are the long shots, the wide-angle, full-image shots –
but in doing that, in setting off the grace and style of the whale, you lose all
idea of the detail of the creature. Believe me, they are one of the seven natural
Wonders of the World and no mistake. These sightings, always at a distance
so as not to disturb them, were also to induce even more emotions later on.

But we arrived at South Georgia unmolested by ice, though there were still the
ever-present Seagulls and Albertrossi to keep us company during the short bout
of coastal navigation needed to find Grytviken and Husvik, our first stops. I took
the opportunity of going ashore in Grytviken, and in between trekking through
the snow to an abandoned church half way up the side of a mountain, I also
managed to click off over 6 reels of film.
The cameras I use are hardly in the Time Life magazine league, but the Zenit
TTL is the main one (35mm, with shop-supplied Helios-44M lens), with a
Keystone motor driven 110 which provides me with back-up shots of stuff.
Loath as I am to admit it, the motor drive really does come in handy now and
again – especially when running off live action wildlife shots such as birds in
flight, etc. Provided you remember to track the bird with the camera, that is.
So, apart from the mountains and snow, what else was there to steal the silver
nitrate?
Elephant and Fur seals.
We had arrived just after the calving, and apart from the usually irate bull
seals there was also the sight of black fur seal pups to take the film, and the heart
as well. That is, until they open their mouths. Ever heard someone being
violently sick down a tube, or in a bath? Especially when they don’t know, or
just can’t decide, which way to turn their heads as well? Yeah, it’s just like that,
and all the illusions of pretty little things with big, soppy black eyes and
endearing looks goes out the window when they start honking and snorting.
Closely followed by mother and, if you’re not too careful, four to six tons of
daddy bull seal as well – and I do mean follow, as in chase. Don’t be deceived by
their size or seemingly ungainly style of movement across dry land, the bastards
can move exceedingly fast if and when they want to, and to see one rear up on his
tail lets you know that all that weight is not just blubbery fat from a lack of
exercise.
But the little dears, when they keep their mouths shut that is, are the show
stealers here. Tiny, with big eyes and that famous fur that almost led to their
downfall only a handful of decades ago.
If Grytviken had the seals, then Leith – the only other place I went ashore to
visit – had the penguins. But, after the initial joy of running around after a
penguin to be photographed with, they rapidly lose their appeal when you find
out that the ones on television are normally groomed for the parts, and in real life
they are tatty, stinking, squawking balls of feathers, feet and beak. That’s if you
could get hold of one. Some – the species escapes me (sorry!) – had the habit of
going into holes in the ground. Gentoo? I’ve no idea really, the only thing I
know is that the Magellan Penguin got its name because the explorer not only
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discovered it, but also ate the bloody things as well. Hardly a fitting epithet, is
it? Named after a famous explorer because you tasted good with a bit of side
salad?
But Leith held more than just that.
The snow and mountain ranges helped to support the atmosphere of
Norwegian and Scandinavian landscapes, rather than the automatically
expected snow & ice & Oates-has-just-popped-down-to-the-corner-shop-for-acouple-of-packets-of-Rizzla-greens. But that made the other emotive feelings
all the more stronger. True, if it had been all snowstorms and howling winds
then I would’ve been happy just to have been and gone without so much as a
bat of an eyelid. But, because it was so calm, quiet, and clean, it had all the
more impact.
Both Grytviken and Leith are old abandoned whaling stations – South
Georgia was one of the mainstays of the whaling industry, and the last to leave
the island were the Japanese in the early 1960s. And although I didn’t get to
feel it as much at Grytviken, mainly due to the damaged state of the buildings
etc, at Leith I was struck with what I can only describe as The Marie Celeste
emotion.
You see, as stated above, the places were, literally, abandoned. Just as if the
inhabitants had been spirited away from the site by one mad, all-cleansing gust
of wind.
For the moment let me try and give a kind of initial overview as best I can
remember it from my own jumbled memories. The whole of Leigh is set in a
U-shaped natural harbour that was mirror calm when we anchored: the
obligatory snow capped mountains throwing back the sound of the outboard
motor of the landing craft as a throaty double and triple echo. That only
reinforced the windless, bird-less, soundless silence of the place. The ‘we’ here
were 15 of us who were going ashore to look around and generally stretch
cramped legs – a short break from re- stocking BAS survival camps, and from
shipboard life, being as good as a weekend holiday.
It was also true that we were all, without exception, effected by the
atmosphere as soon as the small boat was free of the ship and headed into the
landing site itself.
The jetty was taken with great care, mainly as you get a feel and an eye for
things, and the sight of old, weather-silvered wood tends to make people a
little leery on their feet. A sign of disuse and a lack of repair, made even more
dubious by the known adverse weather conditions themselves.
As we came off the landing stage we – now broken down into a smaller

party of three – Mac MacLeod, Glen Campbell and myself – turned right and
attempted to take a quarter of the camp initially, with plans to double back
round in a circle to take in the remainder if we had time on our side. Again, to
help sent the mental picture I’m trying to build, you have to remember that these
were settlements on the very edges of Nowhere itself, and apart from the radio
contact and the scheduled ships calling to load or unload, the places had to be as
self sufficient as possible. And this is where the feeling of oddness – a sense of the
alien; of the weird – pushed itself forwards and made itself felt.
There is no pavement or road, and the buildings are huddled, rusting metal
and old red sand brick, standing off from a time-worn trackway that forms the
‘main drag’. Add to that you have the patches of greenish plantlife, not grass as
such but a mossy kind of thing, and a mottling of white-white snow, untouched
by any kind of footprint, be it man, animal or bird. Then, as you travel down the
trackway, you look through the remains of storm damaged windows, and around
the shattered glass you can see……
……inside a machine shop, where the benches are still scattered with engine
and heavy generator parts still waiting to be cleaned and reassembled, the
protective grease on the machinery still a ‘Pear’s Soap’ yellow and … still
soft……
……inside a general messing kitchen where plain china plates are still stacked
on shelves, ready for use, the old steamers and boilers still having that freshly
cleaned look about them – so well preserved in the dry Antarctic air – the large
tins of provisions still in the storerooms, and a large kitchen knife balanced on
the corner of wooden chopping board……
……inside the Radio & Records shack where years of careful filing and
logging are now scattered all over the floor, telegram duplicates and accountancy
copies fluttering side by side with bright pink contract duplicates whose
signatures and countersignatures look still wet from the company fountain pens,
even though the contracts are for the 1950/1951 Season … and just exactly what
did a Fleener do?......
……inside one of the barn-sized store buildings which is racked from floor to
ceiling with various thicknesses and lengths of sheet and rod steel, so long
untouched that they are very slowly rusting together……
……inside the research laboratory, where bottles and chemicals are scattered
across the work tops, retorts and burners are lying on their sides, or holding
broken glassware, and the ever-loose papers are fluttering by the salt-glazed white
sink under the window, adding a hint of soundtrack to a kind of Technicolour
version of an RKO Mad Scientists’ Paradise After The Party…except that the
whole thing is in colour, and broken glass crunches underfoot as you walk out
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again, into the watery morning sunlight……
……inside the library, and seeing a mixture of Danish, Norwegian, Swedish
and English books, the latter coming from the Edinburgh Library and
proclaiming that they will charge ONE PENNY (1d) for the late return of this
book, while on the desk rests the LEITH LIBRARY date stamp beside its black
ink pad, as if the library assistant has just stepped out for a minute and will be
back with the book you wanted just as soon as he finds it……
……and as you turn the corner of a building your feet get entangled with a
mass of old black and white cinema film with
MOVIETONE NEWS
THE END
for frame after frame after frame after frame…...
...…and then you realise that the three of you haven’t spoken a word for
the last three quarters of an hour or more, even though all of you have been
glancing over your shoulders to check and see if anyone – any one? – is behind
you.
Yet even all that didn’t really prepare us for the numbing horror of the
factory side of the station – the reason for its existence – not even when we
came to it head on, by walking into one of the receiving areas where the
whales were dragged and initially cut up: the wooden deck now washed to that
seeming innocent silvered wood. The clearing chutes leading to the top of the
processing plants, the winches, cables and hooks are all now covered with
layers of deep red rust, but inside the plants the machinery still gleams, the
pipework still weaves and bobs and ducts from unit to unit, and the valves still
turn open and shut, open and shut, open and…...
...…out the other side, to the thankfully childish superficiality of seals and
penguins and rocky beaches and wiry tuffets of grass and spongy waterlogged
ground and finally, in the distance, slightly mist-covered cliff tops that look out
over the whole bay and the station: and to cry in a release of emotion that is a
mixture of pain at the destruction of such beautiful creatures, and a
thankfulness that the place has been abandoned and left to rot away – a
mutual feeling of all three of us.
The pick-up boat returns at midday and we depart. I take with me some
photographs, some of the pink contract duplicates and a collection of thoughts
that I know I won’t ever be able to put down on paper adequately enough to
express myself the way I really want to. The feeling of desolation and of
loneliness; the destruction of life for greed; the timelessness of the place itself;
and the knowledge that Nature is reclaiming its own back again, no matter
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how slowly, because there is all the time in the world and on such a scale we
don’t even rate a flicker of the needle.
That evening another storm blew up and we had to sail. Maybe we had been
asked to remember the dead and, having done so, were then being told to leave.
Somehow I cannot see me ever forgetting this experience, and I doubt if I’ll ever
want to.

LoCs
&
Chains
The last EAYOR generated a mixed bag – and in amongst Those Who LoCced
this time around are a few new names to add to the old Skate Usual Suspects
mailing list. And what better way to start the column off than with Steve
Sneyd making the observation that EAYOR is as crazy as a coconut:“Wonderful collage song Frontier Psychiatrist (The Avalanches) on
Radio 6 as I was reading EAYOR 2, seemed very appropriate.”
What can I say? Dolores Fishbourne could tie knots in the truth like she could
tie knots in a cherry stalk just by using her tongue. Just ask Dexter. And
proving no one escapes the eye of the critic, Steve gets interviewed over at
http://amazingstoriesmag.com/2015/03/interview-sf-poet-steve-sneyd/
The introduction to the interview bills Mr Sneyd as being “hard to find” which is odd as he’s usually in the snug of The Crested Vulture. Steve
continues:“Your mention of Angel Exhaust (euphemism for noiseless fart, as I
recall) though sadly like you I never knew his real name either – yes, it
was Pinder, the grandly topless lady – she was a dental receptionist, as I
recall, and he was squatting in a surgery basement. His excuse for a
novella of mine he was supposedly publishing never appearing was
original, it had been printed but he couldn’t afford to pay the printer to
liberate copies, and here’s a dozen more Pinder pix instead. Did hear
from him once more, n-years later, was in a commune at Sleights in
North Yorkshire as I recall.”
It did seem a bit of an odd time back then. For years I had a box folder full of
various clippings (way before the days of the Interweb) which had one of those
‘classic’ 8 x 10 sized Black&White photos of Belinda Subraman
(http://www.gypsyartshow.com/) wearing a fedora, and nothing else. Sadly I
think that fell victim to one of my darling sister’s Purges by Fire. I’m pretty

sure the last issue of Angel Exhaust I received was the one with the large
galvanized nails in place of staples. That aside, another who remembers those
times of yore is Andy Robson, who not only proves that a Yorkshireman can get
blood from a stone, but also from the woodwork as well:“I’m refusing to go out in the gales, hail and snow and am fighting
hypothermia with 7 sweatshirts. I gave up on attempt at decorating when
wiping down the woodwork made the doorframes ‘bleed’ - somewhere
beneath half a dozen coats was a bargain basement cherry red that totally
disintegrated when threatened with Cif cleaner and oozed through every
scratch and crack like a Hammer horror film.
“Thanks for the copy of EAYOR 2 (or as it’s known in Yorkshire –
EAY UP – Enter At Your Own Peril) and the cover pic of Lady Luck –
a.k.a Liz Leather when we read on.
“My letter referring to ‘nutters’ was perhaps a bit glib. I wasn’t referring
to those wild card extroverts such as the Emanuel Zs and Cory Hardings.
(The latter will be back again in ten years time I’m sure and the former of
many names is probably around under another of his shoplifter guises as
we speak.) More a case of those who felt themselves to be celebrities if they
so claimed to be but showed no sign of individuality or of the required
prowess for writing holiday postcards.”
I’m sure the advantage of pre-multi-media days was that it really did contain a
Gosh-Wow when something dropped through the letterbox that wasn’t part of
the herd. I dearly wish I’d kept T.K. Atherton’s Unfunny Unbunny minicomics/comix. Or his Docto Decimo sequence of three which I ran first as three
‘inclusions’ to my own fanzine mailings, then as a three day experience at
Connote-8 – and which later appeared in the three issues of Paul Brazier’s SF
Nexus magazine.
At the moment, the person achieving that in a lot of respects is Alan White and
his interactive webzine !and Don’t Forget It! - which, if you have the bandwidth
to stream video without problems, is interactable from here –
http://pixelmotel.com/exclaim/index.html. For those who remember the erratic
Phlizz trial disks I put out around 10 years ago, Alan’s webzine comes close in
some respects – and totally surpasses in a whole universe of others – what I was
looking to achieve with the coding which was available at the time.
There again, isn’t that Gosh-Wow experience/effect more often a matter of
personal taste? Taral Wayne takes up with some of my thoughts, concerning
artwork:“When I ripped open the envelope and beheld the words “Enter At Your
Own Risk,” it didn’t mean much at first. Then I looked at the colophon to
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see who was the publisher and editor, and saw the abbreviation,
“EAYOR!” Aha, I said to myself, this is a Winnie the Pooh fanzine
named after the depressing donkey!
“It was not the first time I was wrong in my conclusions, nor will it
be the last.
“The cover art was certainly arresting. I see weird, ugly art styles on
the Internet quite often. In fact, one of my favourite strips is one called
“Guttersnipe,” by someone I only know as Agouti-Rex. (Look it up online.) In fact, your cover rather reminded me of it. You don’t see much of
this sort of thing in fandom, which historically has preferred the schools
of Frank R. Paul, Jules Feiffer or Wendy Pini. But when married to the
right content, I rather like the fractured art style that seems to have
become popular since Ren & Stimpy. Not for the life of me could I ever
draw that way.”
Zach Bellissimo has moved on a lot,
career-wise, since those 2009 creations,
and he can now be found doing stuff for
Disney, along with much weirder things
like Rick & Morty (Dan Harmon &
Justin Rolland – for Adult Swim
channel). It’s a style/school I first came
across in the pages of the large format
RAW – and some of the more esoteric
Dennis Kitchen/Kitchen Sink titles – and
as John D. Owen mentioned last issue,
there are elements of similar design/
construction in regard to Mr Inky and
the Sandman material – though that
might also be down to the fact that Zach
was using ink-washed paper, pen & ink,
then scan and some photoshop (or a
mix.)
Fandom equivalents? I don’t think I’ve seen anyone using the same amount of
exaggeration & caricature – Brad Foster is too soft and smooth, line-wise, and
I get the feeling that some of the regular ‘fannish’ artists still maintain the
restrictions originally imposed by stencil & duplicator reproduction (be it wax
& fibre, or electrostencil).
What does annoy me with art in fanzines is fandom’s continued recycling of
art from a very limited pool of mostly extinct artists. If you don’t encourage

and nurture then you are left with nothing for the future – and just slapping
down yet another Rotsler or ATom – usually out of some desire to just fill a
white space, in some cases – means any new talent doesn’t get the chance it
deserves. More so in regard to interior work.
But then I would say that about Bill Rotsler’s fillos, wouldn’t I. Well, according
to Andy Hooper (Chunga #8 – September 2004) in his reply to Sharee Carton:“Ooh, you say so many nice things – all three of us must be slightly in love
with you by now. But what caught my attention was the slightly offhanded way you imply you might publish something of your own in that
comment to Alexis Gilliland near the closing. Apart from saying I’d be
happy to be a contributor myself, I note with glee that you would be the
first active fan editor spending at least half your life at sea since the
curiously diffident and Rotsler-despising Royal Navy officer Chuck Connor
was active in the 1980s. Reason to be cheerful, indeed!”
The 1980s, 1990s, the 2000s
and the 2010s as well,
thank-you-very-much! Trust
one of the Colonial Cousins
to re-write history any which
way but true. But that’s
Hollywood for you, I
suppose. And I’ve always
stood by what I’ve said
about
Rotsler’s
fanzine
doodles. Most of the time
they were, and still are – to
me
–
unappealing,
distracting,
and
usually
haphazardly slapped down
space fillers.
There again, if you’re not
prepared to engage with
things outside of your
comfort
zone/experience
then you’re going to end up
becoming an evolutionary
dead end eventually – hence
all the wailing and gnashing
of dentures from the fanzine
fan krew. It’s a subject I’m
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going to move onto shortly.
But first, the next Barbara Windsor & Sid
James moment is brought to you by Messrs C.
Connor & D West. So while I slip on these 6inch Jimmy Choo Lapris, here’s D:“ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK 2 arrived
addressed to Hazel, but I too have been
living here for quite a few years now.
Anyway, Spring having sprung and Hazel
being busy with garden-related activities, the response falls to me.
“The first thing I did was damn the expense and put in an extra
staple, the whole thing being far too floppy and hard-to-keep-hold-of in
its original form. Which sounds rather like another Actress-said-to-theBishop line, or something else either double entendre or vaguely
pornographic. But I don't have any of your skills in this area. Many
years ago, with a hazy idea of making money I tried writing some
pornography, but couldn't manage to maintain even the most
perfunctory attention to the job. It all seemed so silly and I kept being
distracted by thoughts of characterisation and plot and other literarytype diversions. These days, being much older and even more decrepit,
any attempt would be even less likely to succeed.”
Believe me, when the market was good for anthologies, there were calls for
things like Fifty Shades of Silver – proving there’s no barrier where a quick sale
and market exploitation are concerned. Not forgetting that ‘erotica’ has
become an acceptable genre to work in – which has devalued the market
somewhat. £30 for less that 2,000 words ten years ago was good money. These
days most publishers in that market are looking to pay £30 for around 30,000,
or more, and a one time only payment at that.
Sadly, these days, actresses are now referred to as actors – which is
something I’ve never quite understood, regardless of how PC it might claim to
be.
Don also mentioned that he’d not seen EAYOR #1 – and after a quick call
for a show of hands, I found more than a few others from the original mailing
list had failed to find their respective marks. I used to be able to accept lost
mail when shipping zines beyond the shores to places foreign, but it now seems
that even the old Royal Mail is not immune from what people in the security
business call ‘Insider Threats.’ Geoff Boswell, from a slightly unrelated email:“Magazines arrived, thank you, but not entirely as you might have
expected...

“Car pulls up outside, bloke gets out, comes and knocks front door.
“I go to side door and call him round. He introduces himself by name
(Steve) and that he is Royal Mail Investigations and brandishes all his ID.
He also has a large white padded envelope with my name and address on.
It had been found in a field with other parcels. Could he come in and talk
to me?
“Held dogs back who calmed down after a few moments of him sitting
down. He tells me a temporary contract driver had dumped up to 70
parcels (including TV's and laptops!) in a field at back of Shareshill.
Farmer found them and reported it.
“They tracked the driver both by paper record and electronically. By
GPS they know he sat in said field and signed all the parcels off as
delivered. This meant he delivered 62 items in 30 minutes which is
impossible.
“Not all the people RMI come to for help agree to sign a witness
statement but I did. They are prosecuting him anyway. Steve has kept the
envelope but I have the contents now.
“Seems RMI West Midlands prosecute 16 to 20 people each year,
mainly local sub-postmasters who start to pinch money from the PO till to
bolster the shop till. Then it gets out of hand. One SPM knicked £1000 of
Lottery cards in the hope there was a sufficient winner (there wasn't) but
Camelot came and did a stock check and audit (whoops). Now he's being
prosecuted by RMI and Camelot!”
I’ve always been a bit suspicious regarding Lottery scratch cards – though I will
sometimes go for one or two of the £1 cards if I can see that they’re right on the
end of a pack. It’s based on nothing more than a misguided belief that Camelot
are more than likely to save the best until last.
But, back to D, and having posted a second copy of EAYOR #1, I’ve taken the
liberty of combining both letters into one composite reply:“Which brings us back to fanzines and that fine old debate on their
meaning, purpose and place in the universe. Reference in the letter column
to "the West Test" followed by Eric Mayer's remarks about "the definition
of a fanzine as a zine that contains some material that could only appear in
a fanzine" suggests that the previous issue contained a paraphrase of some
of the things I was saying on the subject thirty or forty years ago.
“Without knowing more details I suspect that what is at issue here is
differing definitions of "fanzine": you taking it as virtually any amateur
publication, whereas I (like many others) restrict it to something much
more specific and limited to the concerns of SF readers and their personal
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connections. You say that you "don't have any preconceived barriers or
limitations when it comes to content," whereas I do. For me, this is not
so much a matter of ideology as practical convenience: once again, life is
too short, so one has to focus on the bits which seem most likely to be
rewarding. Again, it's a matter of self-preservation rather than prejudice,
since a truly open mind may be a fine ideal, but is all too likely to be
buried under the sheer mass of material. Tautology or not, "material
that could only appear in a fanzine" does have a tacitly understood
meaning to many people, and offerings which fall outside this range are
apt to be passed over as simply irrelevant. Acceptability is a matter of
degree rather than a clear yes-or-no black-or-white division: some
publications are definitely fanzines, others are rather less so, and some
only qualify in such a diluted form that their alleged fanzine status is
purely nominal. If it's not about SF, about fandom, or about shared
acquaintances then "Why are you telling us this?" is the question that
hangs in the air. As I've often said, you can put anything you like in a
fanzine – but some things are more likely than others to seem
appropriate and to be received with interest. Fanzines, like life, are too
short to include everything, and if you insist on disregarding the
expectations of the audience too often then you can't complain if their
verdict is not always enthusiastic. However, I think that you (and other
complainers such as Eric Mayer) have often tended to confuse
indifference with hostility. It's not that people have any very strong
objection to what you do, more that they are mildly irritated by your
persistent refusal to grasp the point, rather like someone who joins a
cricket club and then grumbles about the lack of football.”
It was never a case of joining a cricket club and asking where the goalposts
were. It was more a case (to keep with the cricket analogy) of coming in with
various new ideals and ways – such as Twenty-20 – or even Kerry Packer’s
circus with it’s highly coloured kit and TV-friendly balls. Personally I would
consider it more as a Rugby analogy – between League and Union. Given the
choice then I’m Union over League, but that doesn’t stop me from still
enjoying League even though – to me – it’s a less tactical game. However, I
have friends of a similar age to me, and younger, who steadfastly refuse to mix
the two – or three if you count the Pro-12. Mind you, I’ve only got to hear
Jiffy start ‘commentating’ in that squeaky Welsh voice of his, and I’m the first
one to grab for the remote and smack the volume down.
As to confusing indifference with hostility? I refer the right honourable
gentleman to the works of Father Hansen, leader of the Church of the
Perpetual Gestetner, and the start of the first supplement to THEN:-

“The prevailing view of the state of fanzine fandom in Britain in the
immediate post-SEACON period is that it was a wasteland with most of
the new titles being full of book reviews, poetry, and execrable amateur
fiction – same tired old neofan formula in fact. As Greg Pickersgill later
wrote, it was...
‘...just as if everything was H-bombed flat and fandom as it was vanished
without a trace, creating a gap in which there existed nothing for the new
rising sons of fandom to measure their own efforts against.’
“So, while fanzine activity in the immediate post-SEACON period didn't
match the levels reached in the late '70s it was still far from being the
wasteland of popular myth. […] (my edit, due to space)
“Nor were the pre-SEACON fanzines that continued into the 1980s
entirely without influence among the new fans, though much of that
influence was to prove negative....”
Back to D, and the second letter:“Thanks for your letter and the copy of ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK 1.
“The parts mentioning me and KTF seem more or less in line with what
I'd guessed so I think I'll leave my previous letter as it is. Otherwise things
will just become confused.
“A few supplementary points. You refer to "a sweeping definition
supplied by D West in John D Owen's CRYSTAL SHIP 9" but I don't
recall ever supplying anything at all to Owen. I did see several of his
fanzines, but thought them rather bland (though nicely produced) and
never got round to responding. So was this another quotation or a
paraphrase?”
The piece in EAYOR #1 is an extract from the introduction Steve Sneyd wrote
for the first (and subsequent editions) of Flights from the Iron Moon – most of
which I discovered I still had on several floppy disks, back in 2006. I’m not sure
how much Steve used from Crystal Ship 9 – though, like yourself, I was mildly
surprised that you’d appeared there. I took it’s validity as good, because Steve
then references me commenting on it back in 1986. So maybe John could help set
the record straight?
“As for "material which could be found nowhere else but in a fanzine" I
would still contend that this is a valid distinction, particularly in the form
of the personal element. Anybody who has been around fandom for a while
reads fanzines not just as material coming from complete strangers but as
material by or about people they know . This does make quite a large
difference. Back in 1980, in Ah, Sweet Arrogance in David Bridges's ONE
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OFF 8, I said that fandom and fanzines constituted a sort of interactive
soap opera: not only was there the entertaining spectacle of all these
weird characters doing daft things, but you also had the option of
getting in there and being part of the story yourself. This still seems a
good way of indicating both the uniqueness and the attraction of fanzine
fandom. Non-fanzine literature may be superior in other ways, but it
doesn't provide the same sense of participation.”
The whole Interaction process – very much an Active, rather than a Passive
process – is, I agree, what essentially defines the Perzine (as opposed to, say,
Genzine, etc) and the Fannish zine. However, if you just confine yourself to
‘people you know’ you create more than just insularity – you also create a
much larger group perception – erroneous or not – of an Us and Them.
Recent case – Paul Skelton in aMfO 17 – in which he writes that he wants to
be involved, but doesn’t want to go through all the hassles of getting to know
new people, so pushes out abrupt replies. It’s ‘cake and eat it’ time. The result
being that potential new blood is kept away from interaction – and old buggers
are left to sit in the corner muttering and mumbling about how bad things
have become. Unless you go out and about to bring people in (and are
prepared to accept the fact that 95 to 99 percent of what is out there is Passive
Consumer) then you are destined to extinction – regardless of what fandom
you follow or dabble in – be it SF, or Hello Kitty, or even Bronies for that
matter.
“In the same article I also put forward the formulation FIAPOL,
meaning Fandom Is A Part Of Life. This seems much more reasonable
than either FIJAGH (Fandom Is Just A Goddamn Hobby) or FIAWOL
(Fandom Is A Way Of Life). I take my fan activities seriously while I'm
doing them, but I don't want to do them all the time.
“Anyway, there's one thing I have to ask: when was the last time you
read anything that could really and truly be classified as KTF? Twenty
years ago?' Thirty years ago? Sure, people do use the term, but it's either
historical or as part of a joke. Nobody does the stuff any more. The
occasional snide remark or piece of sarcasm hardly qualifies. So you
need to get down to hard facts and give some names and dates here,
otherwise it just sounds like the usual nebulous conspiracy myth, with
nameless plotters doing unspecified dark deeds for unknown reasons
connected with World Domination and The Downfall of Civilisation as
We Know It. But as it is, I rather think all this wickedness took place
long ago and far away, in another country. More's the pity.”
The section you’re referring to was written back in 2006, and was an

explanation to Eric Mayer as to why a lot of early 1980s fans moved out of
fanzine fandom – or moved into the fringes and interacted with other fandoms
such as comics/comix/small press (etc) – where critics reviewed things on actual
merit, rather than just spleen venting vitriol.
However, the piece never stated that KTF was an active or revived style of
‘reviewing’ still being used back in 2006, or today, for that matter, despite the
recent beatification of Ted White (hence all the smoke at Corflu) and Ayatollah
Katz repeatedly calling the True Fans to prayer.
KTF did, however, indirectly produce such things as the Big Dummys, the
Gnu/Knew/New Mutants, Fundom, and other various fringe orientated subgroups. That certainly doesn’t justify it, or remake it into ‘a good thing’ – it just
proves that for an adverse Action there is, sometimes, a less negative Reaction.
Though, oddly, in some cases things have now turned a curious ellipsis, with
the likes of Guy Lillian III’s comments that he will be doing reviews, rather than
letters of comment – with others stating that they’d rather have the reviews than
LoCs.
“Still, nothing personal as the (Leeds) Mafia always used to say before
taking someone for a ride.”
Bugger me. You give a Yorkshire SF Group summat fer nowt, an’ thirtyfive years
later they’re still kickin’ t’arse out of it! Welcome to The Minkey Hause, D –
though I’d like to give the ‘last word’ on the subject (for now, anyway) to Milt
Stevens:“The cover on Enter At Your Own Risk #1 reminded me of all the
warnings against smoking I received as a teenager. As I recall, they were
mostly about lung cancer, but what happened to this fellow is obviously
much worse. I took those warnings seriously. I quit after a mere 45 years.
“We originated the term fanzines, but we didn’t originate fanzines.
Fanzines existed for more than a hundred years before we invented the
term. It’s a good term, and other people adopted it for their amateur
publications. When we say fanzine we mean an amateur publication
produced by people in or around the science fiction and fantasy field.
There is some debate as to the terms “in” and “around.” There may also
be some debate regarding what a publication is or may be.”
You mean something like the old Hugo fanzine/prozine – are they/aren’t they – in
regard to SF Review and Locus.... Mind you, I understand you’ve got to be some
kind of puppy before you’re allowed anywhere near the Hugos these days. Just
give ‘em a tap on the head with a rolled up newspaper and tell them No! when
they try and climb up on the couch.
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Mind you, some people will pay good money for that kind of treatment.
Fifty Shades of Fanac, anyone? As Milt also points out, the top shelf has been a
fan’s ‘go-to’ for quite some time:“Years ago, we used to joke about joining fandom and learning a
trade. Writing porn was one of the most frequently learned trades.
Editing porn was another popular fannish trade. If you had a talent for
mechanical things, you might also become a mimeograph repairman.
“One LASFS member was probably the most precocious porn writer
on record. As a teenager, he sold the script for a porn movie that was
actually produced. When the movie appeared he was still too young to
get into the theater to see the movie he had written.”
I remember my first sale to Libertine – I’d been in the RN for only a short
amount of time when I got a letter from home. I used to order albums and
singles via music press adverts, and my late mother would record them and
send the tapes out to me. In with the tape was a letter saying that the magazine
had sent a cheque and several back issues. “I’ve told your father they’re more
of your Science Fiction magazines. He wasn’t wearing his reading glasses so
doesn’t yet know any different.”
Dave Redd also turns up a name I’ve not seen or heard of in a long time:“Some great golden-oldie names in the LoCs - glad to see the likes of
John D and Lyn McC, and look forward to more from them.
"Put Your Sweet Lips" article, not seen before, genuinely great stuff.
Um, educational. Liked your potential autobiography title - "Is it all
whipped cream and condoms?" (Wonder what happened to Janie Jones.
No, not really.) At the end of 2012 the anthology market dried up, you
note. So that's what happened to the once-wonderful AnthologyBuilder
site. I suppose their neat print-your-own-choice books suffered the
double whammy of changing tastes and Kindlification.
Janie Jones – I used to have her Ju-Ju Queen single in the collection. Not sure
what she’s up to these days – though a quick Google says she’ll be 74 this year.
Don’t remember her previous single – Witches Brew, either. That was one of
the joys of having a brother who was 10 years older than me, hearing pirate
radio because we were near the Norfolk/Suffolk coast – plus one of his first
jobs while we were in London was with Metrosound. Back to Dave again:“As for old postcards, sad person that I am, I bought the pb of
Ringo's POSTCARDS FROM THE BOYS and thought it money well
spent. For really old postcards, have to stop myself or that'd be another
collection building up.
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“Stylus? Needle? Back in Granny and Grampa's time, those pointy
things were needles. The player itself was wind-up, i.e. sustainable
renewable energy. How much we have lost...
“Cassettes did at least make home mix tapes easy. A more modern
equivalent was the silly CD collection such as the Australian Bakelite
Express "Vintage Vacation" with its random 78s rescued from various
countries, or perhaps Tim Rice's "That's My Story" pulling together his
own early efforts in music (actually of some historic interest, that one.)
These digital days of course, people just stream randomly, and any sense of
method? order? progress? in music gets lost. Grump, grump.”
I can appreciate the frustration in regard to some of the randomness. But, on the
other hand, I can also get that ‘Collector’s Tingle’ from pinballing around the
Interweb and finding some old blog with long-lost material. For some reason
recently it’s been 78rpm recordings of Hawaiian musicians – where even some of
the CDs have been that long out of print that knowledge bases such as Discogs
(etc) have little or no record. Then, of course, there are things like the Thai Beat
A Go-Go series– a CD collection of 7-inch singles – mostly in fairly battered
condition. But where else would I have had the chance to hear the band Cat
singing Meow? Yes, Thai Beat A Go-Go Vol. 1 - it really is the Cat’s Meow...
Moving rapidly on, Ned Brooks (he likes books!) points out just how
dangerous this collecting life can be:“I have about 600 LPs indexed - but found that I never played them any
more. I needed more space for fanzines, so I shifted them to the basement still in order, so that I could retrieve one if I wanted to.
“Do you get radon in the UK? Said to be the second leading cause of
lung cancer. I have it here, but in the low end of concentration. I have been
trying to whisk it out of the basement with exhaust fans - I have a readout
in the bedroom where I sleep.”
I know there was a spate of
radon fears in the UK back in
the 1980s – or maybe the
1990s? People were running
round selling detectors, others
saying it was down to the fact
that the UK has massive
deposits of granite (for an island
our size that is.)
These days there doesn’t seem to be much fuss about it. Not sure I’d like to take
my chances with a basement full of the stuff, though.

Coming back on subject track, Eric Mayer admits to having some rather
shocking childhood memories:“Steel needles are familiar to me. During the fifties my grandmother
still had a few for the big Victrola that remained in her living room with
its lace curtains and dark Victorian furniture. Not as sophisticated as
styluses. My brother and I found that we could extract some vague
squeaks from the shellac disks (Colonel Bogie March, The Red Red
Robin etc) manually with a regular nail.
“Once I had thousands of vinyl records. Then I got divorced. End of
collection. I recall the thrill of searching close-out bins back in the
sixties. I found plenty of albums there I never recalled having seen on
sale originally. Most of my albums had that little hole punched in the
corner of the cover marking it as a close-out.
“My first turntable played only 45s. It was kind of a naked metal
box, resembling what you see old-time radio DJs using. I'd sit beside it
on the floor playing the few records I owned. (There was a Spike Jones I guess - number called Our Hour, a love song for dogs) The turntable
had a defect in that half the time when I hit the power button to turn it
on it'd give me an electric shock that sent bees up my arm, made my
teeth chatter, stopped my heart, and stood my hair on end.
“Didn't deter me in the least. Oh yeah I was into electrified music
right from the start.”
Ah! That old Edison Medicine has me, in its spell – The same old voltage that I
know so well...
Adding his own connections to the return path, Pete Presford, renowned
International fan of mystery, gets continental:“There are certainly many ‘comment hooks’ through the two mags.
Perhaps the closest to my heart was the one about CD/Vinyl. Most of my
vinyl has gone (in the form of LPs), though I do retain my favourites.
Even went as far as to get Anita to buy me a new ‘heavy’ LP for Crimbo.
“We have just changed our trusty Fiat for a sexy French motor. When
choosing we had the choice of two. A nice four-door 208, and a smooth
looking two-door 208. While stroking the 2-door, I asked ‘Both have
CD players?’ The salesman looked aghast, ‘This is Bluetooth, Sir!’ With
a dismissive hand he said ‘The other only has a CD player.’
“Yes, we bought the 4-door”
When I used to get stuck in one of the traffic jams on the Watford ringroad I
used to let the company smartphone scan around for bluetooth connections. If

I successfully connected with something, then I’d try playing whatever music files
I had on it at the time. Then I’d look around and see whose system I’d just jacked
into. Helped pass the time, if nothing else.
Staying with things Audiophilic, Taral Wayne knows a little something about
Hi-Fi Fever:“Although I have a rather nice stereo set with a Rega Planar 2 turntable, I
have not made much use of it in years. To get the best of a fine stereo
system, you need to play it with some volume. However, there is no time
in the 24 hours of the day in which someone will not complain about you
playing your stereo at a satisfying volume. At a whisper, sure. But at any
volume approaching that of live music, forget it! I listen to music on the
computer’s stereo speakers instead. Although not loud, they are only 18
inches away, so they are loud enough … and good enough, truth be told. I
don’t pretend any more to be such an audiophile that I have to turn the
lights off and hold perfectly still, lying on my bed, focused entirely on the
music. That eventually drove me to the brink of madness, as I found I
listened more for pops and slight hisses in the recordings than I did to the
music. It got so almost no new purchase satisfied me … I’d have to take it
back for an exchange. It was years before I realized that I was only
swapping one set of insignificant flaws in the recording for another set.
CDs, for all the criticism they’ve received for their cold sound, eliminated
all that, and have my blessing.”
My mother had the best of all possible worlds when it came to audio – mainly
because both my brother and I had caught the Hi-Fi bug (passed on by that Cecil
Watts guy) and she used to get our cast-offs. Rotel RP1500 deck with a Shure,
then later an Ortofon VMS20E-II, fitted with a Coral elliptical stylus – pushed
through a pair of Rank Domus BD350 floor standers. Mind you, back then, the
nearest neighbour was over half a mile away, so she just cranked it up as the
mood took her. Early Tangerine Dream (no later than Phaedra), Kraftwerk’s first
2, plus Tomita, were mixed in with audio books and things like Ricky Nelson.
Taral carries on, admitting he was also one of the geeky tinkerers:“I suppose I too belong to the last generation of tinkerers. Not that it was
ever my passion. Nevertheless, as far back as I can remember, I tended to
open things up, take them apart, and put them back together again … often
still in working order. In fact, it was usually to fix something broken that I
tinkered with it. I have fixed slot cars that wouldn’t race, tape players that
wouldn’t play and mimeographs that wouldn’t print an acceptable page.
“I was more likely to tinker with model kits, though. It wasn’t enough
to assemble them, I began to cut and saw and file the parts to customize
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them. The only models that I still have from childhood are those that I
substantially customized or added detail to. In my thirties, I was buying
Japanese kits of one-to-one scale firearms, which sometimes required
fiendish skill to assemble, because they had all the working parts of a
real Mauser or Smith & Wesson. I strongly suspected they would
actually fire a live round … but wasn’t stupid enough to put it to the
test.
“Electric motors were all right, but I had to draw the line at
electronics. There were no moving parts to follow, no movement to
meddle with. I could understand electronics, but voltages, current and
resistance were not concepts I could put my hands on and put to rights.
Little did I know that electronics were only the beginning. Computer
sciences were to follow. Programming and computers are supernatural –
I can learn a spell, but I’ll be blamed if I can construct one from basic
principles.
“I don’t have a cell phone, tablet, e-book reader, web page of my
own, a blog, a Twitter account or a hundred other things that people
under 40 seemingly can’t live without. I only just figured out how the
digital camera I had owned for a year worked.
“I guess I make a poor member of Millennial Generation. That and
the fact I’m about 40 years too old to belong.”
What? I thought 90 was the new 30? In which case nether thee or me are
teenagers yet.
Andy Sawyer, meanwhile, has taken the Bionic Man approach, though
seems to be having a problem with some of the fitments:“Gosh it seems like old times in the lettercol with all the usual suspects
dug up from behind the bikesheds and some of them even still promising
to pub their ish real soon now.
“So here I am with the twinging screws in my left leg (the spare hour
I have now to fill between phoning the doctors to get an appointment
and the actual appointment time is perfect to catch up on some
correspondence and get the Heinlein novel I need to read out of the shed
-- memo to self: must develop bodily malfunctions more often) and
endless but rewarding grandparenting duties which mean travelling up
and down to London every few weeks just to catch up on progress with
the really important things of life: walking without falling down too
often and getting the spoon to the mouth rather than ear (memo to self:
must improve own performance on those fronts). Oh, and trying to
work out exactly what Iggle Piggle and Upsydaisy were doing in the
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woods in "In the Night Garden": such goings-on on BBC children's
channels these days!”
Several days ago I got to see some of Channel 5’s Milkshake programming. I
finally drew the line at Tickety Toc – after Igam Ogam, and 15 minutes with
The Wotwots. Why do kids need recreational mind altering drugs when
there’s this being produced and screened nationally for free?
“Anyway, much enjoyed EAYOR 2, especially the tale of your writing
escapades for the interestingly-named Ms Leather, and the meditations on
vinyl. Since moving to Chester, I have a wider variety of charity shops to
scan, mostly for books and dvds/cds, and I've never really looked at vinyl,
although I suspect I've missed the boat. All the potentially good stuff, it
looks like, has gone to serious collectors and the current wave of people
who are buying vinyl for preference, but I suppose you never know: that's
the hunter instinct. The other day I drifted into one of the few genuine
used-book shops in the area and found a Daily Express Science Annual
(with a Brian Aldiss story which so far is unpublished) and a battered
Penguin collection of plays which contained the very same AP Herbert play
in which in my last year at school I starred as "Plum: a Public Detective".
(Which I can't remember a word of and even re-reading the play I can't tell
which bits of the original were in our performance and which were
"creatively adapted" by our director). I saved a couple of quid on Amazon
price (I thought buying off the internet was supposed to be cheaper?) so
can't complain, and so will be back there when the urge takes me. Pity the
sf section is so crap. Still, I'll look in the vinyl racks -- you never really
know . . .
“Oh, and re ancient technology (Steve Jeffery, p. 15) -- a year or so back
we got a donation of research materials including stuff on discs for which
there is no extant player in the entire university -- though come to think of
it, I did have a drive which might suffice, in those far-off days when I was
cutting-edge of that sort of technology for about five minutes, so
somewhere in a cupboard in the library basement I might find it if I care to
combat what might also be there . . .
“All best and keep them coming as the [personage of your choice] said
to the [personage of your choice].”
I thought Aldiss had anthologised everything bar his post-it notes. Mind you,
most of those old IPC/Fleetway style Annuals probably have a wealth of as-yetunreprinted material in them, all held under the universal we-buy-everything-onetime-only lifetime contract. Good luck sorting out the leg.
Others were also pleased to see so many of the Living Dead – er, sorry! -

Older LoCcers lifting the lid and coming back into the light again. Here’s John
Purcell:“Thank you for providing some of your background. This helps me
know what events and career choices have shaped your life. And you
have some fine folks included in the letter column. Eric Mayer is
someone I have corresponded with for a few decades, and naturally
Lloyd Penney has written to you, plus cool people like John D. Owen
and Steve Jeffrey.”
Dagnabbit, John! Now look what you’ve done! Don’t you know, anyone’s
name I accidentally type three times then appears!
Now I’m going to have to duck as Steve Jeffery throws a raspberry pie at
me:“I think you may be a little premature at your prediction of the demise
of the last true geeky tinkerers when our generation hand their crosshead screwdrivers and soldering irons in at the Pearly Gates. (Having, of
course, fixed the annoying squeak of the gate with a quick burst of
WD40.)
“Even if kids are no longer happy to risk house fires and
electrocution by re-wiring old Dansette record players into improvised
guitar amps (they had a gorgeously filthy sound with the values driven
up to 11), I think the current popularity of the Arduino and Raspberry
Pi kits suggests a healthy trend of tinkering will continue as long as stuff
exists that can be taken apart and put back together in different ways to
do things its originator never dreamed of. I'm tempted to get one of
these myself to see if it can be made to talk to my old pre-MIDI analog
synths (a venerable, but still functional, Roland SH101 and MC202
sequencer).”
The other little computerette I’ve been looking at has been the Odroid-CI. Not
only is it cheap, but it doesn’t look like it has one of those 5v rolo batteries
cold soldered onto the board. Old memories of CP/M machines running
Wordst*r and the like, plus some of those old Z80 boards used to have hard
wired batteries.
“In fact, tinkering needn't even be physical, as I learned the other night
while listening to a fascinating program on the appeal of Minecraft. I'd
only heard of the name before and assumed it was just another PC
adventure game, but apparently its more like a virtual Lego toy chest
where players can build their own cool stuff.
“For both of these - the Pi and Minecraft - YouTube has taken over
the role once played by MicroMart and Popular Electronics, with

tutorials on about just anything you dreamed of (and some that you
wouldn't want to).
“I feel reassured by all of this: even if the forms change, the urge - to
paraphrase William Gibson - for 'the street to find its own uses for things*'
will doubtless continue, or at least until some bright spark rewires the
airlock doors on the last generation starship because they can't be bothered
to wait for the inner one to close before going outside.
(* notice how I snuck an actual scientifictional reference in there.)
“As for the reaction (mistrust, suspicion and sometime outright
hostility) of some of us old codgers to the Facebook and Twitter
revolution, I wonder if some people regarded the advent of the penny post
with the same suspicion that it would kill the practice of actually going to
visit people to have a conversation. I have to admit that, like you, I have
largely avoided any of the new forms of social media later than email (and
am still using my first and only AOL account). I've never even owned a
mobile phone. (Indeed, I have a mild form of phone-phobia that I've never
quite worked out.)
What gets me every time new tech comes along is that within a couple of weeks
or months someone somewhere has a routine for jailbreaking it – with a lot of the
new ‘talent’ coming from China and India. Without the ‘ready’ money to
purchase newer-faster-better-more kit, they take what they can get and totally
vamp it* into something way beyond its original concept or design.
(* notice how I snuck a Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries reference in there. I
don’t think there’s a single episode where she doesn’t sleep with one of the
supporting cast.)
“I had a LiveJournal account when a lot of my friends migrated to it,
but never posted on it and just used it to keep up with what they found
interesting. I was suckered into Linked In more recently when my sister
sent an invitation, but since I'm now basically trading water until
retirement and have little interest in using it to network my way up the jobs
and career ladder all it does is fill my inbox with spam from people I've
never heard of.
“Another reason to stay away from FaceBook, Twitter, Google+ and
the rest of it is given by Eli Pariser's The Filter Bubble (2011, Penguin)
which explores the sneaky way that the personal data trails we leave
scattered around the internet in the form of profiles, contacts and search
histories are used to manipulate our online experience. Even when you take
care to keep things to the absolute minimum, use a variety of different
search engines and clear out your browsing history after sessions, it's
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surprising how much Google still knows about you and where you've
been, based on their auto-fill suggestions and targeted adverts. Not that I
really mind that they know I've spend most of the last four weeks
looking up how to use the SAS reporting and graphics procedures under
ODS (if I did I wouldn't be writing it here), but I just don't like the onesided arrangement of the 'click here to agree that we can can anything
you type for our own undisclosed purposes' that seems to pop up every
time I visit a site.
“But that's probably old-codgerism talking again. Kids nowadays
seem quite happy to broadcast every moment and detail of their lives in
a manner that is reminiscent of Bruce Sterling's surprisingly prescient
The Artificial Kid (1987).”
And that’s where I have the problems – too much information is being asked
for on a regular basis, and none of it is linked with the Data Protection Act.
There’s also personal stupidity – and a lot of slapped wrists in regard to a
bunch of LinkedIn idiots forming up the High Security Clearance Club (or
somesuch rubbish). Then they wondered why they had been targeted by
various departments of certain organisations regarding silly little things like
‘discretion’ and such. And I’ve also used the interweb to chase people and
details down – especially when I’m gunning for the likes of Domestic &
General over their database violations, or the RAC – just after I discovered the
bastards had left me without any motor insurance for 6 fecking days (April 5 th
through to 11th no less), because one of their operators had ‘made a mistake’
when I expressly stated I didn’t want them to hold onto any credit or debit
card details, nor did I want them to automatically renew annually.
Curiously enough, John Haines has this to say about his time being on the
other side of those telephone calls... :“Your musings on Ye Internette make me wonder how many
dinosaurs like myself there are around – we have no TV, computer, or
mobile phone. We do have several radios, two of them digital, and
means of playing tapes, CDs and, if really desperate, vinyl – though to be
honest, the turntable etc is really knackered and in need of replacement
sometime. I also have two antique word processors and a manual
typewriter.
“When I was working, I had stumbled into a local government job
involving payroll and payments that became steadily more computerised.
I was the living embodiment of the Peter Principle, whereby I had been
promoted to just above my level of competence. I lived in terror of the
sky falling in, and was amazed how the systems we had would make you
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jump through hoops just to put in a name or address, yet happily let you
pay someone a million quid, or not pay anyone at all, without the slightest
little message to the effect of “Are you really sure you want to do this?”
After a couple of near misses, I decided that as soon as I got half a dog’s
chance, I was taking early retirement (by this time we were on our third or
fourth ‘upgrade’, each more Byzantine than the last) so when at the end of
’99 the opportunity arose, I grabbed it with both hands. E-mail was just
coming in then, and I never got the hang of actually sending one, though I
was wasting increasing amounts of time wading through the incoming ones
every morning. Being non-tech can have its upsides – it’s hilarious when
some wazzock from Nigeria rings up and tries to convince me something is
wrong with my computer – I always agree and say how difficult it is to get
the Internet.”
Den hates it when we get one of those “Your computer is upsetting the Internet.
We are ringing so you can stop it!” phonecalls. See, I’ve got a bet on with a friend
who also works in the business. She’s also a primary school teacher. The bet is
simple – how long can you keep them paying for their phonecall. We’re sort of
neck and neck at the moment at 40 to 45 minutes. There are some rules. You’re
not allowed to just say ‘I need to go upstairs to the office to turn the computer
on’ - then throw the phone on the sofa and carry on with what you were doing
before. Nor is Ala allowed to start speaking Polish mid sentence so the guy on the
other end has to keep asking what she just said. But aside from that anything
goes.
I’ve managed to use up several minutes with ‘It’s a bit of an old model, so I
just need to attach the crocodile clips to the batteries first...’ before flashing up
the Linux machine, with the task bar on the left hand side. “It’s not on the
bottom of the screen, it’s on the left hand side. Should I turn the screen on its side
so that bar is on the bottom like you say it should be?” “It’s got a virus? Really?
Is it safe to touch the keyboard, or do I need rubber gloves or something?”
Ala, being a teacher, has one of those sports event air horns, so when the call
centre operator finally resorts to swearing she just says ‘Naughty!’ and gives the
receiver a 3 second blast.
Yes, we both know it’s wrong to bait them – but it is their money they’re
wasting, and if they weren’t trying to scam us they’d be trying to scam someone
else. Oh, all right, it’s also fun as well....
Sticking with littering up the Interweb, Eric Mayer admits to being another
mad, bad and dangerous to know kind of guy:“I've done my part to litter the Internet with discarded sites. Over the years
I've set up blogs, and rss feeds, storage sites, online apps, web pages, note

takers, anything that looked intriguing at the time. But mostly once I'd
had the fun of getting everything set up and admired the amazing utility
of whatever I couldn't find a single use for it. So there it sits. I'm lucky if
I can recall that I have such and such a site let alone the password.
“My LiveJournal site I removed but usually I don't bother because -well - who knows. Just in case. The same reason people fill their garage
with broken toasters and obsolete television sets and screws that don't
seem to fit anything and whose origin is a mystery.
“And what is going to happen to all this stuff? No matter that we
refer to it as being "in the cloud" as if it were floating around in the air
someplace, it is all stored on physical servers. They are all eventually
going to upgraded, wear out and be replaced, crash, maybe even burn.
How much redundancy is there? What percentage of what's online now
will remain in ten years, or a hundred, or two hundred? (Being
optimistic that the human race won't be extinct or living in caves by
then) A very small percentage of texts survive from classical Greek times
to the present. Is it likely that anything on the internet today will survive
that long?”
And there is the problem with Information Overload. Before the invention of
the Internet and universal access, people used to write diaries, journals and
generally take an effort in making some kind of record.
Now, with the electronic world swamped with Twittering Tweets (max 120
characters), vlogs, blogs, podcasts, almost any kind of digital media, and the
fashion for storing thing in the Cloud-Land – all it takes is one catastrophic
failure, and everything is lost for posterity – let alone trying to navigate up
faecal creek without any form of propulsion when it comes to service providers
going belly up over night. Or taken down by the Feds in the case of
Megaupload. While New Zealander Kim Dotcom’s company may not have
been totally scrupulous regarding copyright infringements, Megaupload was
also used by a whole host of legitimate companies, groups and users, who have
not only had their right of access taken away from them, but with the storage
rumoured to have been totally destroyed it makes you wonder about just how
intelligent the recent push for Cloud-based interaction is, and how much of it
is driven purely by money.
And, keeping with things Kiwi, Lyn McConchie brings me up to speed with
the story so far:“Currently have a Facebook page, blogsite, and remain in regular
communication with Jean Weber, Garth Spencer, Rodney Leighton, and
a number of other fan friends. I tend to the technoilliterate, but with a

little help from my friends, I get by - to paraphrase.
“Going pro has been huge fun. I've sold and seen published; YA books,
children's books, SF and fantasy, short story collections, and then there's
been all the stories themselves, plus articles, reviews, opinion pieces, and
yup, poetry. Thirty years ago I wouldn't have believed it, and there are still
times when I'm not sure I do now. It's been a terrific ride, and unless I drop
dead tomorrow or suffer brain freeze, it isn't stopping any time soon.
“Meanwhile it's nice to find that another fan from back in the day
keeps the faith. I've really enjoyed the first two issues of EAYOR, and look
forward - postage and life permitting - to more.”
While I admit that it would be a nice daydream for me to turn ‘filthy pro’ (rather
than just filth) I suspect it’s more difficult these days – even given the whole
Kindle/Self Publishing/ePublisher/Createspace/Smashwords thing (now fully
adopted by most of the major publishing houses via things like Authonomy and
Wednesday Post – even though the latter is running on Ozzie Time rather than
good old-fashioned, reliable, British Time.)
There again, ‘Porn Baron of Stevenage’ does have a certain ring to it – though
at the moment I don’t have the body piercing to show it off to its best advantage.
As Tim Curry once said - “Do you think I should?”
Still, the one on my left hand is the important one, and by the time you read
this, both Den and I will have been down to the Registry Offices again and
converted our partnership into a marriage certificate. Sadly, some still aren’t so
lucky in this Louis Armstrong Wonderful World of ours. Here’s John Purcell:“Allow me to give you a hearty congratulations on yours and Den's
Partnership Ceremony. I doubt if same sex marriage will ever become legal
here in Texas - the state government is run by the most anally retentive
arch-conservatives in recent history. Apparently anything that appears to
be modernizing this state is legally ridiculous. Their mission here is
obviously to maintain a 19th century attitude no matter the cost. Their
loss. But setting that aside, this is very wonderful news. Congratulations
again to both of you.”
And our best to you & yours, John! [Tell me, Harvey, did he just use the
expression anally retentive in a sentence about gay marriage?] [He certain did,
Nichols. He certainly did.]
Back to Milt Stevens:“You mention the cost of renting a wedding chapel for half an hour. In
Los Angeles, we have occasionally rented out the LASFS Clubhouse for
weddings. We charge $200 for an entire day. We had one member who
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was a minister in the Universal Life Church, and we also have our
convention rabbi for Jewish weddings. At our conventions, we have
Jewish, Catholic, and Wiccan services. We’d have Protestant services
too, if we could figure out which services to have.”
Sometimes those minority alternatives can be just as confusing as the
mainstream, Milt. Pete Presford again:“I wasn’t aware that there were many Welsh Druids in Wolverhampton!
Though I can see why Geoff’s being drawn to the Methodist lot.”
Sentiments echoed by Dave Redd – though if you do a Google on St David's
Church, Prendergast, Haverfordwest, it’s probably best to ignore the GENUKI
listing: ‘There is a place of worship for Primitive Methodists’ [From A
Topographical Dictionary of Wales (S. Lewis, 1833)]:“Loved the idea of Geoff Boswell going to the Methodists because there
weren't any Druids locally...”
Strangely enough I always thought Marlon Brando, at the start of his career,
was one of the early Primitive Methodists, rather than a Characterist actor.
Unless, of course, I’ve got that wrong?
Something I didn’t get wrong though, back in 2008, was that there were
more than a few fans vocally proclaiming that eZines were not real zines, a
comment Sandra Bond published back in her QuasiQuote #8. Mark Plummer,
in QuasiQuote #9 (which I didn’t get to see until it had been put up on
eFanzines this year – 2015) commented:“I was pleased to see you calling on Chuck Connor to provide a
specific citation for his paraphrase, 'It's not a real fanzine unless it's
done on paper'.”
Here’s Alexis Gilliland, a regular BananaWinger, with comment on EAYOR:“For whatever reason I do not read e-zines, so hard copies are the way
to go.”
Not forgetting Murray Moore’s often cited ‘No eZines’ stance – hence the
Fanthology 2013 selection, I suppose – plus some of the Born Again ’70s
Britfans that started bobbing back up in the Noughties. But I think I’ll leave it
up to Lloyd Penney – a fan of some considerable experience in the field of
modern fanac – to have the last word on the subject. At least for now:“As a consumer of zines, it doesn't matter much to me if the zine arrives
by paper or electrons. I read them all, at least the ones who haven't
bored me to tears or offended me, and I do respond. You like some
zines, and not others; as always, Your Mileage May Vary. I respond as
best as I can, half a page or more, send it off, and get to the next zine in
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the pile. So many people ignore e-zines, so I am pleased to be the exception
to what seems to be a rule, and comment on all e-zines I receive in my IN
box, or download from eFanzines.com.
“Yeah, I write those typical locs. Fortunately, even those who don't like
my locs still have the grace to thank me for them, and print them to fill
column-inches. The only other bitching I have to deal with is those old
coots who think I appear in too many fanzines, and complain about it.
These are probably the same ones who said that the locol was the heart of
the fanzine and the hobby, but feel I am taking it too literally. Gentlemen,
and you know who you are, you are facing oblivion and death; get ready
for both.”
I’m not sure anyone these days can be accused of appearing in too many fanzines
– especially as I think we’re getting to the Red Dwarf stage of the once Glorious
Suns of SF Fanac – which, of course, poses that most philosophical of questions:
When a chicken lays an egg in the forest, does anyone hear it?
Here’s D again, musing on how people sometimes perceive others:“Your account of the woman who was ready to denounce you without ever
having known you has a familiar ring. I've had similar experiences, though
less often since I became an artist rather than a writer. It's a strange
sensation, being attacked by somebody you never even heard of before. It
feels rather like there's a sort of alternative You, a fan golem, who goes
wandering around having an independent public life while the real private
You sits at home being totally ignored. All very odd.”
“Look, all I said was that
may
have
Willis
unintentionally
used
a
semi-colon instead of a
more grammatically correct
em-dash...”
One of the most strangest
for me was when one of the
Las
Vegrants
(Ken
Foreman, I think) sent me a
2 or 3 page fanzine, back in
the 1990s – part of which
condemned me to the 7 Fiery Rings of Hell for something I’d supposedly written

– but for the life of me I couldn’t find literally anything concerning him, or the
Vagrants – even to the point of checking back several years. I wrote back
asking WTF it was all about (pre-email in those days) but never did get a
reply.
Maybe some questions are never meant to be answered? Someone else who
asked an almost unanswerable question was John Hertz:“Perhaps you’ll be so kind as to tell me where you heard of me and got
my address.”
I can’t tell a lie, John, the Department’s had it on file for some time now. It
was discovered back in 1977, written up on a nondescript 3 x 5 index card –
blue lines, red margin – you know the type.
The card was in the broken remains of a rusted and bust up desktop
Rolodex, itself found in a long abandoned cabin, high up in the Appalachians.
It had been there for some time, half buried under the other detritus from the
ill-fated NSA security van JX-15Q – the one that had been lost while
transporting artefacts from one of the hangers in Area 51, to an undisclosed
location 23.72 miles West by Southwest of Mount Rushmore….
Actually I hear they’re going to be reviving/remaking The X Files –
including dragging back/dredging up some of the original cast. If
Californication was anything to go by, then I guess the money ran out a long
time ago.
And, sadly, we’re also running out of Time & Space & Relativity – but it
certainly wouldn’t be fitting and proper to close this section off without a
mention of those (potentially) counterfeit goats – one of which could well be a
ringer in this years’ Buccoo 90th Annual Crab & Goat Races.

But I’m going to leave the last word to that old devil called D again. Those of a
goat-sensitive nature may wish to look away now:“Finally, speaking of goats, I was much beguiled by a recent TV
documentary on the Nepal Railway, a very ramshackle line which
attempted to improve performance by sacrificing a goat to its one and only
diesel locomotive. Tough on the goat, true, but it did keep the trains
running for a while longer. Perhaps the rail here should take note. But I
expect this would merely lead to more excuses: wrongs sort of goats on the
line, young goats these days not what they used to be, and so on and so
forth.”
We Also Herd – sorry! Heard From:- John 1, John 2,
Julie Goodison, Angie Walsh,
Bill Butcher, Colin Franks,
Jack
Carver,
Rodney
Leighton,
and
Hazel
Ashworth – plus any late
arrivals post-production.
And, again, another quick
mention for Simon Robson’s
Hesitation Marks. This seems
to be an anthology of material
from other Grovsenor Road Books – and this time around the piece with the
most impact is Joy – an extract:Disappointed singers,
I can hear them, their resonant voices,
affirming who I am I’m a believer.
Joy with her bright peroxide hair
and push-up bra, only vodka in the morning,
a game of pool, bending over,
men she can’t manage or understand,
chicken casserole, mange tout for beginners
Send a £5.00 note to Grovsenor Road Books, 172 Grovsenor Road, Aldershot,
Hants GU11 3EJ – and Simon is bound to send you a good sample of his work.
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Little Tommy Tittlemouse
Lives in a little house
Actually no he doesn’t. The furry little bastard’s been dossing down in our
shed – and by the looks of things, he’s been doing it for a while now, if the
state of the chewed up canvas ‘gazebo’ cover is anything to go by.
It was inevitable, I can’t deny that. Well, the shed is at the bottom of the
garden, and that backs onto Peartree park – an area of green the size of four
football pitches, plus a general playground area in the farthest corner away
from us.
And apart from the dog walkers, there’s very little by way of food chain
competition to keep the little sods on their toes. Or paws in this case.
Also, apparently, threatening to nail the little fecker to the side of the shed –
purely as a warning to the others – such as those bloody thieving squirrels, for
instance – isn’t considered very sociable. Very sociopathic, but not very
sociable.
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Usually I’m not that aggressive towards the various bits of fauna that choose
to visit us. For a start we offer a choice of two different kinds of bird feeder –
which isn’t a reference to the local cat population. One is hanging from the
corkscrew willow, and the other from a branch of what I think is some kind of
birch. Again, that’s a reference to bird feeders, and not to any wandering felines.
The willow has the feeder which is full of seeds and things for the little birds –
various coloured finches and a few LBJs as the twitchers are wont call them. We
also seem to have a couple of returning blue tits and a group of three robins we’ve
seen flying around the garden together. We’re thinking of also providing some
social housing for them by way of a nest box, and although we think three is a bit
of an odd number, who are we to be the ones to question their lifestyle choices?
The other bird feeder on the Silver-cum-Coppery birch thing, is stuffed full of
those round, flaky, fat and worm balls. With it fully loaded it becomes a high
cholesterol fast food drive through for the local gangs of starlings, usually a dozen
or so at a time – the Essex Chavs of our back garden. They’re nothing more than
a bunch of fly-by opportunists, as often witnessed in the local TESCO car park.
They’re also the reason I’ll sometimes take half a crust of bread with me on the
weekly Sunday morning shopping venture.
TESCO open their doors at 09:30, and open the checkouts at 10:00. I get to
the car park around 09:20, park up, break some of the break off and throw
pieces of it out the window. Then I sit back and watch as the glossy feathered
little chancers come out from under the surrounding parked cars. A couple of big
pieces down first, to keep the usual ‘Alpha male’ busy, then smaller pieces for
those on the boundaries of the gathering. In an ideal Darwinian world, those on
the peripheral edges of the group are supposed to be those destined not to survive,
so I always deliberately ensure they get more than their fair share of food. I
consider it as being my way of helping to screw up Evolution.
A couple of minutes later, after I’ve gathered together a flock of twenty or so –
all of whom squawk and look at me accusingly when I have the audacity to
actually stop feeding them – they disperse back under the other parked cars
again. Fickle little buggers, but they make me smile.
Then I’ll walk round the car, open the boot and, armed with a canvas bag full
of the supposedly virtually indestructible-but-never-are Bags For Life bags, plus
the trusty shopping list, I am prepared to do battle with the shelf mis-stackers. At
least by the time Security have worked out which key on the bunch is the one
which opens the main doors, that is.
While the little birds are amusing, the pigeons on the other hand, can gladly
slow roast in Hell for all I care – and I don’t mind who knows it. It’s their overly
smug attitude you see. Apart from the fact the fat feathery bastards are forever

drinking out of the water features (don’t ask), at the very least they should be
expected to fly away whenever I stand at the kitchen door and clap my hands
loudly. Not look up, give me a couple of beady-eyed winks, then go back to
stealing the water from the lilies, bulrushes, and that other thing at the far end
that I can never remember the name of.
And opportunistic isn’t anywhere big enough a word to cover their sins.
Example?
Several days ago – Sunday morning – I step outside to put some recycling
into one of the various coloured bins by the side of the kitchen. On the way
back I see that both the water features (look, I said, don’t ask) have frozen
over. I stop and think about the three or four big frogs we’ve had in them for
several years, and whether or not they could still breath under the ice. So then I
go over and bend down to crack the ice with my knuckle.
Several Maltese expletives and no cracks later, I head back inside, open a
kitchen drawer, and pull out the still-unused-in-anger-why-the-hell-did-webuy-this-in-the-first-place meat mallet (seriously, do not go there).
After several tentative failed blows I finally take a half dozen good swings
at it – breaking through the ¾-inch ice, successfully shattering the pieces into
smaller chunks and soaking my rapidly numbing hands up to the elbows in the
process.
Back in the kitchen I start warming my hands back up with a bowl of hot
water when lo, one of the grey feathered rats descends from on high, stands on
the wooden surround of the fricking water feature (look, I won’t tell you
again), dips its head and proceeds to haul out one of the water soldiers
(Stratiotes Aloides to you) – which were supposed to die off at the first touch
of winter and not sink to the bottom and breed like rabbits at the first whiff of
spring! – only to toss it casually onto the garden proper before settling down
for a guzzle.
Needless to say, at this point I have a ‘senior moment’, during which I reopen the kitchen door, step out, and launch the aforementioned never-beforeused meat mallet – boomerang style-eee – at the two-legged abomination with
all the force I can manage.
And that is why, oh best beloveds, that the meat mallet now lives under the
camellia bush near the rainwater tank. At least until I can be arsed to go pick it
up. Well, the various camellias we have are just about to start flowering, so I
figure I’m still good for another month yet.
As for the squirrels? They owe me and my corkscrew hazel, big time. Me
and that hazel go back a long way – to just after we first moved into 64
Chelwood Avenue in Hatfield. It had lived in a pot for years. Admittedly, it

was a bloody big pot, but even so, back then, it had never been a target of
interest for those scuzzy little furballs.
Mind you, back then almost everything had been in pots – including the little
bitty Eucalyptus thing which, over the years, became a 16ft tree which we ended
up moving to 85 The Paddocks on a flatbed truck, driven by Peter. That’s Peter
from Friendship House, where Den used to do volunteer work, and not Joyce’s
Peter from next door. Look, do try and keep up.
It’s the same Eucalyptus that’s out the front now, cut down to a 4ft central
trunk when we’d both thought it had finally died, but hadn’t. We cut it down on
the advice of Laurence Honey’s fireman friend when they helped to put the shed
up. Now of course the thing’s re-sprouted new branches all over and looks a lot
like Medusa on a bad hair day.
We finally put the hazel in the ground when we moved to 85 – unlike the
quince, which then smelled earth under its pot – rather than flagstones – and
immediately punched a couple of fibrous tap roots straight through the drain
holes, anchoring itself solidly – so that thing’s not coming with us when we
move again.
But the hazel didn’t object to being pot-less, even though it did seem to rest for
about 12 months. Then the following year there’d been an abundance of the
delicate soft green catkins, which appear long before the leaves have emerged
from their buds. After such a vigorous and impressive display, it should’ve meant we’d
actually get an equally impressive amount of edible hazel/cob nuts off it.
Notice the use of the ‘fantasy’ tense there? As in: “In your wildest dreams,
sucker!”
Believe me, the greedy little grey furred bastards couldn’t even wait until the
nuts were ripe enough for human consumption before they were queuing up to go
climbing in amongst the leaves and branches. Apparently squirrels can eat the
nuts while they’re still green, which was news to me, I can tell you. No wonder
they’re classified as vermin.
No, seriously. Here in the UK the American grey squirrel is classified as
invasive vermin. If you catch one, then you’re bound by law to kill it. And don’t
try taking it to the vets, because once the receptionist finds out what’s in the bag
they’ll tell you to sling your hook – rather than tell you that vets are also bound
by law to kill them instead of you. Free of charge as well, I might add.
The alternative is to follow what the Daily Express advised its readers to do –
ie, stick it in a bag and whack it with a brick. I mean, have you seen the price of
bricks these days? Actually, I’m not joking about the Daily Express and the ‘Brick
a Squirrel’ campaign. Not only is that rag totally against any human immigrants,
but also down on animal immigrants as well – no matter how ‘cute and cuddly’
they might look.
I also keep saying I’m going to get a trap for the things – and one for little
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Tommy as well. I don’t really want to go down the poison route. For one
thing, you’re never too sure where the bodies end up, especially if you can’t
trace the smell in time for Summer.
Den’s suggested we get one of those humane traps, so that we can then take
them into the nearby Fairlands Valley park and release them back into the
wild again. I’ve tried to tell him that it isn’t far enough away – but my
alternative, that of driving up the local motorway before letting them loose,
was scuppered when he said we would have to slow down and actually stop
the car before tossing them out.
So, for the time being, things in the back garden are on a reprieve. The
squirrels come and go, little Tommy will probably use our shed for a love
shack again this year, and the pigeons will still keep on giving me their
feathered version of the bird. At least for the time being, that is.
You see, I’ve been led to believe that there’s this American Cuisine from
somewhere usually just referred to as simply ‘The South’ – probably Texas, or
maybe Mississippi – not that it matters too much. It’s called Chicken Fried
Meat That Isn’t Really Chicken. And I’ve got this hankering to see if chicken
really does taste like squirrel....

-oOo-

-oOo-

Congratulations!
You have been singing along with the original film soundtrack recording of the
newly restored and digitally remastered Irving Berlin 1953 cult classic musical,
Call Me Ishmael!
“Three hundred and one
Pounds of fun,
That’s why he’s
Our Chucky-bun!”
Yes, that’s Call Me Ishmael!
Starring
Halibut Lom as Cap’n Ahab
“Which one of you scurvy dogs wants to polish my harpoon?”
Ethel Mermaid as Sickbay Nurse Nancy
“That’s the worst case of Moby Dick I’ve ever seen! Take two Aspirin and come
back if it drops off. Next!”
and Buster Crabbe
Simply because that’s just too good a name for me to pass up!
Shot in Technicolor (using both barrels), Call Me Ishmael! is more commonly
known as EAYOR #3. All EAYORs are directed and produced by the fimble
ningers of Chuck Connor, who can be easily contracted by the following
unprotected means:- Email - chuck.connor@gmx.co.uk
Or via the vagaries of snail-mail, using a correctly stomped anteater, scent to:85 The Paddocks, Stevenage, SG2 9UF, UK/GB
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Rosemary Parmesan SquirrelTry this Italian approach to squirrel.
Skillet SquirrelSquirrels simmered in mushroom and red wine gravy, delicious!
Squirrel and DumplingsSquirrel replaces chicken in this hearty, traditional
main dish.
Squirrel Country SausageStart your day with this wild version of breakfast
sausage.
Squirrel Pot PieServe this homey main dish on a cold fall evening.
[http://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/cooking/squirrel-recipes/]
And you thought I made all that up? Shame on you!
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Serge Birault aka PapaNinja
Blank card from John Lewis
Internet
Internet
Card – found loose in a secondhand book on Japanese art
Old photograph (South Georgia & Falklands deployment)
Light in the Darkness by Swacom_79
Agouti Rex (Mike Rosen)
Stephen Notley
A wild moment at a Yorcon (and he’s still a gentleman...)
Genuine radon gas location maps
Mr Connor’s golem, confronted by True Fans
Internet (www.furrylittlebastards.com)
Missouri Conservation Dept. – Serving Nature To You
On A Plate

And with that, all I can say is

Goodnight out there,
whatever
you are…
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